Texas Ranger Scavenger Hunt

See if you can find the answers to these questions hidden throughout the museum!

HINT: Each question has a photograph of something near where you can find the answer.

According to legend, Texas Ranger Captain Jack Hays held off several Comanche warriors singlehandedly until his fellow Rangers could find him at ________  ________.

Many Texas Rangers also served as land surveyors. Ranger ________  ________ was responsible for planning out the city of Waco.

Two Lipan Apache chiefs served as Texas Ranger Captains. What were their names? ________  and ________

Former Texas Ranger ________  ________ led the group of men who put a stop to Bonnie and Clyde’s crime spree.

Since 1935, the Texas Rangers have been a division of the Texas Department of ________  ________.
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Modern Texas Rangers can use ________ - _________ photography to see hidden messages on otherwise innocent letters.

The Battle of Plum Creek began with a _________ _________ between Texans and the Comanche.

Serving as the first President of the Republic of Texas, __________ _________ secured the United States’ recognition of Texas as an independent country.

Who is the current chief of the Texas Rangers?

_______ _______

Bonus Questions

Why does the Lone Ranger use silver bullets?

__________________________________________________

A modern Texas Ranger had to fill out a report on himself after accidentally hitting someone with a jar of _________ while investigating a crime.